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Brief Description of the session thematic 
 

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are versatile hardware platforms capable of being 
reprogrammed to address a broad spectrum of tasks, making them ideal for Internet of Things (IoT) and 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications. These devices excel in facilitating rapid development and enhanced 
performance of AI-driven tasks. Within the realm of IoT and AI, FPGA designers leverage these adaptable 
chips to prototype and refine various algorithms swiftly, enabling the efficient testing and optimization of 
designs before committing to a fixed hardware setup. 

Today, there are several applications in which AI plays an offensive or defensive role in hardware 
security and a crucial role in predictive modelling for VLSI designs. The use of artificial intelligence 
techniques, such as machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL), to build countermeasures against 
hardware threats. One of the most notable benefits of ML techniques is the automation of the attack 
detection process.  

AI approaches, like as genetic algorithms and evolutionary learning, can be applied to improve different 
elements of VLSI architecture. Furthermore, AI aids in identifying important routes and reducing power 
usage in VLSI. AI can help improve approaches such as frequency scaling and dynamic voltage. 
Indeed, AI can automate tasks such as datapath optimization and resource allocation. As a result, ML 
algorithms can understand design specifications, performance targets, and so on, which aids in the 
optimization of register transfer level (RTL). 
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